Organics and Recycling Guide
For Food Businesses &
Organizations

Diverting Waste in Squamish
Everyone who lives and works in Squamish produces waste. In 2019, Squamish residents sent an average of
563 kg of waste per person to the landfill. Squamish’s Council Strategic Plan aims to minimize the per person
disposal rate to 300 kg per year by 2021. In order to achieve this target, we’ve made some changes to the
Solid Waste Utility Bylaw that will encourage everyone to help reduce their waste by keeping organics and
recyclables out of the landfill (this is called waste diversion).
This guide will explain the changes and how to comply, as well as provide some information about why
diverting waste is important.

WHO?

This guide is for any food business or organization that produces waste. This includes:
grocery stores, restaurants, schools, hotels, healthcare facilities, etc.

Recent audits reveal that many of the materials sent to the landfill could have been diverted for composting or
recycling. The Squamish Zero Waste Strategy also identified food businesses (as well as multi-family homes
and other businesses and organizations) as the largest generators of waste in our community, producing
approximately 55% of all the waste arriving at the landfill. Many businesses want to align their environmental
values and their actions – how can we do better?
Waste in Businesses and Organizations (2018 Waste Audit results)

The Squamish Landfill
With the Squamish Landfill close to
reaching its full capacity, a multimillion-dollar capital project was
completed in 2019 to build a wall to
expand the landfill vertically. This 10metre high wall is expected to give
the Landfill a lifespan increase of
between 5 and 10 years. But you can
do your part by keeping organics and
recyclables out of the garbage, and
help increase the lifespan of the
Squamish Landfill.

WHAT?

The Solid Waste Utility Bylaw improves the way Squamish manages its waste by banning
organics and recycling from landfill, and requiring the use of clear bags for garbage.

To comply with this bylaw, businesses and organizations need to:
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Ensure that organics, recyclables, and garbage are collected and disposed of separately
Provide educational information about how to separate organics, recyclables, and garbage to all new staff
(and to existing staff annually)
Post clear and accessible signage to help staff separate organics, recyclables, and garbage
Place garbage in clear, non-coloured, transparent plastic bags (an opaque privacy bag can be used for 10% of
your garbage)

WHEN?

Every owner and occupier must ensure that organic, recyclable and residual materials are
placed in the appropriate collection container, without contamination since the Solid
Waste Utility Bylaw was adopted by Council on September 5th, 2017.

The District of Squamish (DoS) recognizes that changes to the Solid Waste Utility Bylaw mean changes in the
way you manage waste in your business or organization. That’s why we have created this guide to help you
start diverting waste today!
For more information on Squamish waste management, including bylaw updates, and tools to support
changes to infrastructure, systems and training, visit squamish.ca/food-waste.

WHY?

Everyone living, visiting and doing business in Squamish creates waste. Reducing and
diverting waste from the Landfill makes social, environmental and economic sense.

Dollars and Cents
As the costs associated with the collection, transportation and processing of waste continue to steadily rise,
the benefits of reducing waste and keeping it out of the landfill become more apparent. Properties that
actively manage their waste are able to reduce waste-associated costs and avoid overage charges, now and
into the future.
For example, the tipping fees for organics and recyclables have been set lower than the fee for general
garbage. However, if your garbage destined for landfill is discovered to contain more than 10% organic or
recyclable material (or 5% in 2021) that could have been diverted, you will instead be charged the Mixed
Waste fee. This fee is set at $375.00 per tonne and is designed to incentivise diversion and penalize those who
are not managing contamination of waste appropriately (see the table for comparison). Businesses that do not
separate their waste may also be subject to a $500 fine under the Squamish Solid Waste Bylaw.
WASTE STREAM

LANDFILL TIPPING
FEES

Food Scraps & Organics

$75 per tonne

Recyclables
Styrofoam, Plastic Packaging,
Containers, Metal, Cardboard, Paper,
Glass, Small Appliances

No charge

Garbage (Commercial Waste)

$170 per tonne

2020 costs at time of guide production. Fees are subject to change.
For tipping fees for all materials, visit: squamish.ca/landfill.

It is in your best financial interest to avoid the Mixed
Waste fee (and fines) by separating your waste.
Want to know how much you can save? Calculate
your costs with our worksheet.
Visit: squamish.ca/food-waste
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People and Planet
Organic waste is a valuable resource.
Diverting organics from garbage sent to the landfill helps to:








reduce methane emissions, a greenhouse gas up to 72
times more potent than CO2;
extend the lifespan of the Squamish landfill (saving all
taxpayers money);
return nutrients to soil, which both improves soil
health and reduces the need for chemical fertilizers;
boost soil’s ability to retain water and decrease runoff;
provide an all-natural soil amendment to support
farmers producing food in our region;
show a clear commitment to a greener future, in line
with shared community values;
encourage more environmentally sustainable
behaviour in homes and workplaces.

HOW?

Like any changes in operations, a degree of planning and preparation are required for
success. Use this guide to get started on the right track.

Our Zero Waste Future
“Zero waste is about building a vibrant circular
economy, where unwanted materials are not
disposed in a landfill or incinerator, but instead
become the raw materials for something new. A
strong circular economy keeps valuable resources
circulating in the local economy, supporting good
green jobs, benefiting the community and reducing
harmful environmental impacts.” – City of Toronto

Squamish has a goal of being a
zero waste community by 2040.
Squamish 2016 Zero Waste Strategy Priorities:
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Implement an organics disposal ban;
Ensure recycling and organics diversion programs
and services are available and convenient for everyone at home, at work and on the go;
Institute construction and demolition waste diversion guidelines;
Promote waste minimization.

STEP ONE – REVIEW YOUR CURRENT WASTE SYSTEMS
If you don’t measure it, you can’t manage it.
Understanding the sources of waste in your business or organization is the first step in managing waste.
Review the flow of materials in your business to identify opportunities for waste reduction. Reviewing waste
can be as simple as conducting visual checks to better understand what is in your waste and to identify
common contaminants. For a more in-depth insight into the waste you are producing consider conducting a
waste audit or hiring an external company to do one for you.

Image source: SERA Architects, Inc.

If you aren’t ready to dive into a waste audit quite yet, ask for information from your waste hauler. Hauling
companies often track waste weights and frequency of collection, which can help you get a sense of your waste
generation. Talk to your team, property users, cleaners or maintenance staff, because they can help confirm
existing waste management practices and identify possible ways to reduce waste or manage it better.
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In buildings with shared waste rooms, waste data will be for the whole property. In order to understand the
opportunities for waste reduction or increased diversion in your business or organization, gather information
on waste before it leaves your space. Work together with others you share the waste room with to determine
waste reduction and diversion actions that can be implemented throughout the whole property. Remember,
actions will vary depending on the types of waste being produced: household waste can be very different from
business waste, but all actions count as you work to reduce your property’s waste footprint.
TIP – Share a waste room with accommodation properties? There are more ‘how to’ guides specifically focused
on Multi-Family Homes for both Property Managers and Residents.
Multi-Family Homes guides are available online at squamish.ca/apartments or squamish.ca/propertymanagers.

Managing Your Waste Contract
Once you have determined which types of waste are being produced in your property, make sure those waste
streams are also being collected at relevant waste collection points and in your waste room.
The person currently managing your waste contract(s) will have an existing relationship with your hauler and
knowledge of your property’s waste, which can help fast track conversations around service additions and/or
changes.
Ask your hauler for a quote or reach out to other haulers if your service provider does not offer the collection
services you are looking for. In order to get a quote, the waste hauler must establish the level of service and
totes that the building will require.
TIP –When dealing with a hauler, be ready to answer the following questions to obtain a more accurate quote:





The size of existing collection bins
The frequency of collection of existing bins
The number of businesses in the building and types of usage (retail, food and beverage, office, etc.)
The waste streams currently collected and any additional waste streams needed

Haul it Yourself
You can bring organics, recyclables, and other waste directly to the Squamish Landfill yourself (tipping fees
apply). The Squamish Landfill is located at Landfill Road (off Highway 99 opposite Alice Lake turnoff) and
accepts the following materials (see squamish.ca/landfill for more information):
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Mixed Containers
Food Scraps & Organics
Commercial Waste
Appliances







Wood and Yard Waste
Styrofoam Packaging
Metal
Glass
Plastic Bags & Film







Mattresses
Invasive Plants
Cardboard
Paper
Other Flexible Packaging

STEP TWO – IDENTIFY WAYS TO REDUCE WASTE
The best way to deal with waste is to not create it in the first place.
Frequent review of product purchasing can help you maximize opportunities to reduce waste or to make it
easier to sort waste correctly. Smart purchasing can even help minimize the number of waste streams you
produce.
Opportunities to reduce the need for sorting can save time and result in lower levels of contamination.
Following your waste audit, you should now know how waste is currently generated and disposed of. Use this
information to help eliminate or substitute products and make your waste easier to sort or reduce overall.
For example:




At Restaurant A - the burger is held together with a plastic skewer and ketchup comes in a plastic ramekin. Staff are
required to sort food waste into the Organics Bin, the non-recyclable plastic skewer into the Garbage and the plastic
ramekin should be washed prior to being recycled in the Mixed Containers Bin. This multi-step process takes time
and can lead to waste contamination.
At Restaurant B - the burger is held together with a bamboo skewer (if necessary) and ketchup is served in a fibreware ramekin or re-fillable bottles are located on each table and customers can help themselves. Staff can easily and
quickly scrape all plate leftovers into the Organics Bin with no need for sorting or concern surrounding
contamination.

Waste Wise Purchasing











Purchase products that will last. These sometimes come at a higher cost, but will need
to be replaced less frequently (just be sure to source products that are made of food
grade material and designed to protect food from contamination);
Serve coffee ‘to stay’ and charge for to-go cups. Studies show that charging for to-go
cups is a much more effective way to break the to-go cup habit versus providing a
Local Champion!
discount for people who bring their own mug!
All of the equipment at
AVOID the following items, which end up in the landfill:
one local business is
o Rubber gloves – Consider washable, reusable gloves instead (for non food
repurposed.
For
handling purposes);
example, one piece
o Plastic wrap – Opt for a reusable wax wraps, recyclable tinfoil, or reusable
which was originally
containers;
used to mix honey and
o Ceramics – Replace with food grade metal or glass when available;
fruit has found new life
o Thermal Paper – Some of these receipts may use harmful BPA coating and
at the company. In
therefore cannot be recycled. Use a recyclable paper impact printer or offer
addition,
everything
electronic receipts!
used for serving food
o Single-use items such as plastic water bottles, bags, straws and cutlery. While
and drinks is second
these may seem convenient at the time, most single-use items will outlive their
hand – much of it
user in a landfill after only being used for minutes.
donated.
Consult historical business levels to ensure purchases are based on need and plan for
seasonal variations in business levels;
Buy in bulk and avoid individually packaged products – just be sure to store food
properly when not in use;
Seek out eco-conscious products, such as items made from recycled materials;
Compost your paper towels by placing a designated bin next to the washing station;
Use concentrated cleaning products, so you don’t pay for added water and refill when possible;
Try to repair what you already have. This way, you avoid having to purchase at all!
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STEP THREE – RETHINK FOOD WASTE
Food is a valuable resource – let’s keep it out of the landfill
Food waste is a big problem. In fact, more
than half of all the food we produce in
Canada is lost or wasted1. Globally, food
waste accounts for $940 billion in economic
losses per year. If food waste were a country, it
would be the third largest emitter of greenhouse
gas emissions after China and the USA2!

REDUCE
Luckily, there are many ways to address food waste, starting
with reduction. Remember, the best way to manage waste is to
not create it in the first place. Here are some best practices you can
implement to help.

Avoid Food Spoilage
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Work with food suppliers to ensure food products are shipped and stored in proper condition.
Rotate stocks at every delivery and keep stock areas organized so that staff can easily implement a ‘first in first
out’ policy.
Track inventory levels regularly to ensure that older products are being used first and to identify surplus
products that could be reduced in the future.
One option for pre-cooling hot foods before cold storage is to use an
ice bath. This will help prevent the premature spoiling of surrounding
products.
Provide staff meals. This puts surplus perishable items to good use
and provides a staff benefit.
Consider selling unsightly (but still edible) items at reduced prices or
using them in your food preparation.
Designate a space in your fridge for items that need to be used up.
Local Champion! Staff at one local
Train staff to look there first when cooking new dishes.
business make sure to use up all the
Try to create complimentary menu items that use the same
food they can. Extra citrus fruit used
ingredients. Keep sauces and proteins separate until serving and cook
for cocktails is juiced or zested and
to order when possible.
then donated using social media. At
Focus on reducing waste for items which have high environmental
other times, surplus fruit is
impacts in their production such as meats, fish, and dairy. If possible,
dehydrated and used as fun garnishes
buy from local suppliers and only purchase what you need. Even
– these are even stored in repurposed
better, offer vegetarian and vegan options to reduce the overall
glass jars (another great zero waste
environmental impact of your establishment.
initiative).

https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/toronto/food-waste-report-second-harvest-1.4981728
http://www.wrap.org.uk/sites/files/wrap/Report_The%20Business%20Case%20for%20Reducing%20Food%20Loss%20and%20Wast
e.pdf
2
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Avoid Over-serving




Evaluate and adjust the size of meal portions if they are consistently being returned unfinished. This is
particularly useful when launching new menu items. Offer variable sizes (e.g. half portions, side options) to cater
to different appetites.
Ask for feedback from service staff; is there a dish or a part of one that doesn’t commonly get finished?
Be up front with your customers about your waste reduction goals. Use food waste information to explain why
you don’t overstock and why an item may no longer be available. If you can, be flexible and offer to build new,
backup meals when you run out.

Check out www.lovefoodhatewaste.ca for more ideas on how to avoid food waste, including meal planning
tips and recipes.
TIP – Weigh your (edible) food waste before disposal so
you can understand the extent of the problem and track
your progress towards your waste reduction goals.
Discuss your waste tracking regularly with staff (this
information is also useful when explaining new business
practices to customers).

Download a sample food waste tracking
sheet at squamish.ca/food-waste

Food Packaging
Packaging is an important part of food preservation and can go a long way in reducing food spoilage. However,
it is also important to consider where this packaging ends up. Be sure to plan for and train your staff to
understand the different waste streams (e.g. mixed containers, paper, cardboard, soft plastics, etc.). You can
find more information about what goes where on page 16.
If you plan to provide customers with food to go, you will also need to consider what kinds of food service
ware (e.g. containers, cutlery, cups, etc.) to purchase. There are many options to choose from, but not all
materials are created equal. First, consider where you would like your item to end up (recycling or organics)
and then use the chart below to help you understand what to look for when you are purchasing packaging.
Mixed Containers Recycling
Avoid




“compostable” or
“biodegradable” plastic
PLA (bio or plant-based
plastics, resin #7)
Styrofoam (resin #6)

Organics & Food Scraps

Opt for instead



Plastic clamshells, trays
and lids, tubs, and cups
Paperboard containers
(lined is okay)

Avoid



“compostable” or
“biodegradable” plastic
Anything that is coated
or contains the word
“poly”

Opt for instead


Paperboard
(uncoated), sugarcane,
wood

Did you know? Packaging accounts for very litte of the climate impact of food. In fact, it is estimated
that if every person in Squamish used the most unsustainable packaging every day, it would only
contribute around 2% to our total greenhouse gas emissions. On the other hand, our landfill emissions
contribute 20%. This means that reducing food waste and keeping it out of the landfill is the most
impactful action we can take to become more climate friendly!
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DONATE
In most cases, what we think of as food “waste” is actually a food surplus. Before sending good quality,
unused food from your business to the compost facility, consider better, more environmentally friendly
options such as donating.

Why Donate Food?
Donating food is environmentally responsible. By consuming surplus food, we benefit from all the resources
(and subsequent greenhouse gas emissions) that went into growing, producing, transporting, and packaging it.
In addition, donating food is also socially responsible. It is estimated that one in every ten British Columbians3
struggles to put food on the table - and this number continues to grow. At the same time, a third of all the
food that is wasted in Canada could be rescued and used to feed hungry people4. Food donation programs
help those in need while also mitigating the crisis of food waste.
If you have food that is not “fit for sale” but still “fit for consumption”, consider starting a food donation
program. Not only will it keep food out of the landfill and give it to those in need, but it will also be
economically advantageous for your business - by donating food you could reduce your waste management
costs (i.e. composting and having to de-package).
What is food?
It may seem like a simple question but food is more than just calories. In order to
be healthy and happy, people need adequate nutrition. Fresh, unprocessed foods
help build strong immune systems, lower the risk of diseases (like diabetes or
cardiovascular disease), and contribute to overall wellbeing.

Food is an important part of general health, and therefore it is important to consider the nutritional value of
the food you are donating. Most agencies prefer to receive and distribute healthy foods to their clients, but
you can always ask if you are unsure about what is needed.

Healthy





vegetables
fruits
whole grains
protein (meat, fish, eggs, legumes,
beans, nuts, and nut butters)
 dairy products
 cooking and baking ingredients

3
4

Un-healthy






soft drinks
energy drinks
pastries
candies
high sugar and high
sodium foods

https://proof.utoronto.ca/new-data-available/
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/toronto/food-waste-report-second-harvest-1.4981728
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Unacceptable
x
x
x
x

Items past expiry date
damaged food
partially eaten food
rotting or stale food

Starting a Food Donation Program
There are three main steps for managing a food donation program. These are summarized below, but please
note that this summary should be reviewed along with the official food donation guidelines of the BC Centre
for Disease Control (which you can find here: http://www.bccdc.ca/health-professionals/professionalresources/food-donation-guidelines).
Food donations and the law

Step 1
Determine if food
is appropriate for
donation

Determine why the product is slated for
discard rather than sale. Foods that can be
donated include:








Are you worried about donating food and liability? The Food
Donation Encouragement Act protects organizations who donate.
In general terms, this means that, as long as food is donated
without malintent, donors are not liable once the food leaves their
premises. No reported court decision has ever imposed liability on
industry for problems caused by donated foods in Canada.
If you have concerns or questions about policies, contact an
Environmental Health Officer at Vancouver Coastal Health
Squamish office at 604-892-2293.

Perishable foods at or near the best before date (e.g. yogurt, milk, meat, etc.)
Non-perishable foods past the best before date (e.g. pasta, cereal, etc.)
Produce that is fit for consumption but cannot be sold (e.g. vegetables, fruit, etc.)
Incorrectly weighed or measured foods that cannot be resold
Incorrectly labelled foods – as long as the correct ingredient list can be provided
Damaged and imperfect items, unopened non-perishable product returns or shipping errors
Outdated promotional items, discontinued products, special runs, or other inventory to be cleared out

Do not donate items that are part of a recall or may have been exposed to contamination.
How is food dated?
A best before date does not indicate that the food is no longer safe to eat. Rather, it is a date that manufacturers set
to assure customers that the food will maintain the expected texture, colour, and flavour that is associated with the
brand. Most agencies are able to accept certain foods close to or past their best before date (just ask!).
On the other hand, an expiry date is a date before which the quality of a product remains acceptable for use. This
usually applies to drugs, infant foods, and nutrition supplements. Expired items cannot be safely donated.

TIP – If you plan to donate prepared foods (such as those leftover from a buffet or catering event), make sure they have
been:
 Prepared in an inspected kitchen
 Held back and not served
 Cooled safely and kept refrigerated
 Handled by cooks with food safety certification

Note: Plan to donate before your event. Consider beforehand how you will handle leftovers. Know which local
agencies are willing to receive prepared food donations. Making arrangements ahead of time will make
donating easier.
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Step 2
Determine which
agency to donate
food to

Once you know what food you will be donating, you will need to determine where it
should go. Find an agency that will be able to use your donation (e.g. bulk foods can
be used in a community kitchen but not necessarily in a food bank). Contact and
meet with the agency and develop a Memorandum of Understanding between your
organizations to schedule pickups, type of transportation, and other logistics (sample
MOUs can be found here: http://www.bccdc.ca/health-professionals/professionalresources/food-donation-guidelines).

TIP – Assign a staff member as the food donation liaison. This person should communicate and coordinate with the
agency and track all food donation activities. Be sure to ask about the agency’s capacity and storage facilities.

Food Recovery in Squamish
Squamish Food Bank Society (SFBS)
“We provide safe and secure access to food for all in times of need. Annually,
we distribute over 4,500 food hampers to those living with food insecurities
in our community. We recover 4000 pounds of food each month and divert it
away from landfill and in to the homes of those who need it most”.
Phone: 604-815-7332 Email: squamishfoodbank@gmail.com

Squamish Helping Hands Society (SHHS)
SHHS has 4 areas of focus: food, housing, community & purpose. These pillars of support build on each other
and change lives. On the food side SHHS is committed to creating a local community food system that takes a
“best and highest purpose” approach. We work with food donors to save food fit for consumption from the
landfill; and with that food we implement diverse and nutritious food programs. We use rescued food in all of
our food programs - dine-in hot meals, Food4Kids school lunches, Food2Family hampers, as well as in our Food
Hub Marketplace (coming soon @ U1R) and so on. Purchased food is used to augment what is rescued to make
it all work. With food at the heart of what we do we work
to make this a win, win, win – for donors, for people and
for the planet. SHHS can work with donors to develop and
implement an easy system for compliance and participation.
Contact: Executive Director: maureen@shhs.ca

TIP – Be prepared to store food properly. Refrigerated
perishable foods (e.g. meat, dairy) must be kept cool until
they are picked up or delivered. Pre-sorting food into bins
will help increase efficiency. Check with the agency to find
out their preferences or to work together to create a
system.
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Did you know?
Squamish Food Recovery Agencies use a refrigerated
truck and can pick up daily. This means you can
donate highly desirable refrigerated items like meat
and dairy, knowing it will be kept cool from your
establishment to its final destination.

Under One Roof
Squamish has a centralized space for food recovery!
Under One Roof opened its doors in the Fall of 2020, and in
collaboration with the Squamish Food Bank includes a Community
Food Hub. This means that businesses and organizations are able to
donate food at one centralized facility eliminating the need to shop
around for the right agency depending on the type of surplus food
they have. The food hub accepts perishables and non-perishables.
The Under One Roof hub is the solution to food surplus and food access. Becoming an environmentally sensitive and
socially conscious food operator just got super easy!
Under One Roof Community Food Hub includes:
 A grocery style/shopping experience in a market environment for anyone in need.
 Food education including cooking & gardening workshops, visiting chefs, & helpful family meal recipes etc.
 Supported Education & Employment (with some culinary training opportunity).
 Extensive Food Programs (i.e. dine in hot meals, Food4Kids,
Food2Grow, Take home meal kits and cook offs etc.)

Besides focusing on Food Security at the Food Hub, Under One Roof
also focuses on Housing, Health and Community programs.
Check out https://underoneroofsquamish.ca for more information.

Step 3
Record and track
your food
donations

In order to be prepared in the case of a
food recall or for general accounting
purposes, it is important to keep track of:
-

what foods you donated and how
much
when you donated the food
which Food Recovery Agency you
donated to

Download a sample food donation
tracking sheet at squamish.ca/food-waste

Local Champion! The kitchen
manager at one local restaurant
regularly uses leftovers to create
food items for donation. They
combine extra vegetables with
chicken broth to make delicious
soups which they then bring to
Under One Roof. “It takes maybe
half an hour to throw a soup
together and drop it off. It’s easier
than people think”.

Need more help?
If you have questions or concerns, contact an Environmental Health Officer at Vancouver Coastal Health
Squamish office: 604-892-2293
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Food Scrap Recovery Options
Some food waste is unavoidable and not suitable for a food recovery agency. In these cases, consider the
following options.

DIVERT
Develop a relationship with a farmer or an animal rescue agency to help divert fresh or raw foods as animal feed. Visit
the Squamish Farmers’ Market (www.squamishfarmersmarket.com) to learn more about local farmers.

COMPOST
Put inedible food in your organics bin to be made into soil amendments for gardens and agricultural use.

RECOVER
Fat, oil, and grease can be rendered into raw material to make biodiesel, soaps, cosmetics, and other products. As a last
resort, food scraps and waste oils can also be used to produce heat and electricity through industrial anaerobic
digestion.
TIP – When working in the kitchen, consider adding a bin for food scraps destined to become compost and another for
food scraps that can be made into stocks for soup. This way, you can easily separate and divert as you go.

Local Champion! Staff at one local
business divert spent grain to a local farm
to be used as fertilizer. This is a great
example of how material that is
considered waste to some, can be reused
to benefit others.

Fats, Oils and Grease
Food services can generate a variety of by-products and recoverable wastes in their operations, including substances
such as fats, oils and grease (FOG). FOG, amongst other waste byproducts, cause problems in our sewer collections
and treatment system, and harm the environment. By mitigating these items at their source, food service operations
and the District of Squamish are able to prevent problems in the pipes.
The District of Squamish created Sewer Use Bylaw, #2474, 2016, to provide regulation to our Source Control Program
and stipulate requirements for Food Service Operations. All food service operations within the District of Squamish
are required to have grease interceptors. For more information and resources specific to FOG, email
pworks@squamish.ca or call 604-815-6897.
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STEP FOUR – PREPARE PEOPLE FOR UPDATED WASTE SYSTEMS
Education and engagement are the foundation of successful behaviour change.
Most people are accustomed to collecting organics and recycling at home, which should make it easier when
asking employees or property users to change current behaviours. The key to success is helping people
understand WHY changes are needed (see page 4) and HOW they can contribute to shared success. Ensuring
people understand the ‘why’ and ‘how’ will require education
initiatives initially as you plan and launch new waste systems, as well
as on an on-going basis.
Engage property users by letting them know in advance that your
property is updating the way it manages waste. Invite ideas for waste
reduction initiatives, bin locations, etc. Think about how you will share
education messages about waste, such as scheduling a meeting, by
building waste diversion tips into regular pre-shift meetings, posting to
bulletin boards or providing regular updates via email.
Make sure your employees understand, that just like washing their
hands before handling food, sorting waste is part of their job and a
requirement at all times. Integrate waste reduction intiatives into your
regular work routines. Look for champions in the workplace who can
help advance the team towards your zero waste goals.

Curb Contamination Rates

Local Champion! At one local
business, staff noticed high
contamination rates when the
recycling bin was located outside the
office door. By simply moving all the
bins together into a single waste
diversion station, behaviour changed
and contamination rates dropped.

Waste stream contamination occurs when people put waste into the wrong bin. Contamination of waste
streams makes it difficult, and in some cases impossible, for recycling and composting facilities to process our
waste, resulting in it going to landfill. For this reason, properties that do not manage contamination rates can
be subject to fines under the District’s updated Solid Waste Bylaw.
Help users understand that contamination negatively
impacts recycling. Reduce contamination by providing bins
for all waste streams produced, clearly label bins and avoid
overflow of bins to ensure an alternate stream isn’t
selected if the required bin is full. Maintain a focus on
continual education to keep contamination rates low and
ask for feedback from your staff about what is unclear or
not working.

Download training and educational
materials at squamish.ca/food-waste

There are many ways to help make waste more user-friendly, from clear signage to educational outreach. One
Sea-to-Sky Library reduced waste contamination from 37% to 11% simply by changing the locations of bins
and standardizing signage!
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Engage All Property Users
As you consider ways to engage, update and provide
continued feedback and education opportunities for
employees, customers or property user groups, ensure
you think through all users of your property. In buildings
that have cleaning or maintenance personnel it is
important to recognize the role they play in overseeing
the way waste flows through your property.
Cleaning or maintenance personnel may be responsible
for collecting waste streams from front of house areas,
offices, etc. and taking it to waste rooms. This means it is
important to ensure updates to your waste system can be
adopted into their workflow. Share your waste
management goals with your cleaning company or
maintenance staff and ensure they are on board because
a system will fail if the waste being separated inside the
property is all going into the Garbage to Landfill Bin in the
waste room.

Local Champion! Staff at one local business know the
importance of communicating waste diversion
policies, especially during onboarding: “We start
planting those seeds at that point”. It is also
important to be forthcoming about sustainability
goals and conduct regular waste audits to document
and communicate successes and challenges. “If you
tell people what you’re doing, customers will feel
good about the choices they make”.

If you use an external cleaning company, update
contracts to reflect your waste diversion goals. Be
mindful that when cleaning contractors calculate the
costs associated with cleaning a space, they estimate the
time it will take them to complete the job. Introducing
new systems can increase the time needed to collect
additional waste streams or empty more waste segregation stations in your business.
Local Champion! At one
local restaurant,
composting is a regular
part of kitchen life.
Integrating bins into the
system doesn’t have to
be fancy. Adding
compost didn’t take up
much room in the
kitchen: “we were
already using an extra
garbage can anyway”.

Where cleaners currently collect blue boxes of
mixed recyclables from under employee desks,
cleaning time can be saved by shifting the
responsibility on to workers to sort waste as they
produce it. This also helps employees be more
aware of the waste they are generating. In many
instances, it is appropriate to remove blue boxes
and consolidate waste collection to centralized
waste stations. If cleaners are going to be required
to empty additional recycling or organics bins, in
addition to existing bins, consider offsetting the
increased time it would take to do this by
consolidating or reducing the number of
centralized waste stations.
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STEP FIVE – REVIEW WASTE COLLECTION AND STORAGE SPACES
Focus on making it easy for people to sort waste.
In all properties, it is important to ensure that waste collection points and waste rooms are convenient, clean
and simple to use. This will help maximize diversion and minimize contamination both inside the business and
in the building’s waste room. Think about the way staff or customers ‘flow’ through your property and ensure
waste stations can be seen, easily accessed and used correctly.

Install Standardized Signage
Waste signs and colour schemes are being standardized
throughout the Sea to Sky corridor and Vancouver. Using
consistent signage helps people successfully sort waste wherever
they are: public spaces, local waste depots, the workplace, and home.

Download signage at
squamish.ca/food-waste

There are a variety of signage options which can be used as bin labels, waste room signage, or posters. Be sure
to choose the signs that work best with your space – consider your bin shape and size as well as what
information needs to be conveyed.

Use Your Space Efficiently
Ensure bins are easily accessible for both the user and
the hauler. This includes ensuring bins are not allowed
to overflow and that the waste streams being collected
match the streams being produced.
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Consider Waste Bin Locations
When thinking about where to put waste collection points, consider
the following:









Identify areas where waste is generated and try to provide
collection in locations that are convenient for users. For example, in
restaurants, common collection points are at food prep stations, on
the line, in dish pits and front of house stations;
Seek to provide collection for all waste streams to encourage full
separation, but also consider the user’s needs. For example, a cook
working at a prep station may use a small bucket to collect food
scraps, which can be periodically emptied into a central station;
Consolidate to centralized collection points wherever possible.
Doing this makes better use of space while encouraging people to
take responsibility for sorting their own waste. Centralization makes
it easier to monitor waste levels and identify contamination issues;
Use clear, colour-coded signage to ensure users can identify where
waste needs to go;
Provide information on how to sort waste correctly at waste
collection points. This could be through signage, educational posters
or updates on new products and their disposal. Additional waste
education materials could be posted in high traffic areas such as a
kitchen, staff information boards or employee break rooms.

Explore the Range of Bin Options
When selecting bins consider both the availability of space and the
journey that your staff or cleaning contractors will have to navigate to
the waste room. If you have a lot of available space, but a long
journey or stairs to travel to reach the waste room, selecting a larger
bin might not be the best option. Certain materials, such as food
waste can be very heavy, so select a bin that allows for safe and
convenient transportation.

Local Champion!
In one local business office, waste
contamination was a big issue. A staff
champion decided to invest in some
small bins and created clear signage for
each waste stream. By re-organizing
their waste area, the company not only
drastically reduced contamination, but
also found an unexpected marketing
opportunity. Impressed office visitors
often gather around the waste area,
admiring the bins and even taking
photos. “I used to look at it as nothing
but a cost but now I look at it as a
marketing expense” says one staff
member.
So what is the secret for such a
successful waste management system?
“Make it public-facing and then it
becomes part of your workplace
identity and values. Everyone knows
what the right thing to do is – they just
need to bring that level of diligence
that they have at home into the
workplace”.

Bins come in all shapes and sizes and can fit a variety of budgets.
Think about where you are putting bins when you are selecting bin
options. Front of house waste stations may need to be more
aesthetically appealing than back of house options. Lids can get in the way or become dirty - if lids are a must,
consider a foot pedaled style, which can be opened hands-free. No matter which bins you select or where they
are located, we encourage you to utilize the regionally standardized signage (see page 18).

TIP – If your establishment uses a lot of wooden chopsticks, consider collecting them
separately and bringing them to Squamish ReBuild to be re-manufactured into a
variety of items (e.g. coasters, tables, décor, etc.). Check www.squamishrebuild.ca
for more information.
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Importance of Cleanliness
Keeping waste rooms clean, tidy and well-lit ensures that staff and other users are comfortable taking the time
to sort waste correctly, and sets the expectation that waste should be disposed of responsibly. Be sure that
any liquid waste from waste rooms or enclosures does not drain to the sewer.
TIP – While waste haulers will frequently switch out dirty bins for clean ones, additional services such as waste room
power washing can be scheduled for an additional cost.
TIP – Consider setting up a small table so that staff can sort their waste while they are in the waste room.

Using Compostable Plastic Liners
Some properties choose to use bin liners for their organics bins. Be sure to ask your hauler what kinds of bin
liners they accept before you purchase.
Navigating Road Blocks
What about compostable or biodegradable plastic liners? Hoping to do the right thing, many people
purchase plastics labeled “biodegradable” or “compostable”. However, these products have many
problems when it comes to waste management.
Biodegradable plastics eventually break down into smaller pieces of plastic (micro-plastics) and are very
challenging to remove from the environment. Because these plastics have chemicals added to help them
break down faster, they also cannot be recycled. Therefore, plastics labeled biodegradable belong in the
garbage and should never be used in organics bins.
Certified compostable plastics eventually break down into organic material. However, they must be heated
at a consistently high temperature for a certain period of time in order to do so and many compost
facilities are not able to process them. Due to their chemical composition, they also cannot be recycled.
Certified compostable plastics should only be as a last resort (after trying paper liners). As a general rule,
plastic “compostable” bags are not easily composted in the Sea to Sky Corridor so check with your hauler
before you use them.
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In Your Waste Room
The number and size of the waste receptacles, and the service level
required should reflect the volume of waste coming out of the
property to avoid over paying. When waste is left on floors or on
top of bins, your room becomes less appealing and difficult to use
properly. Your hauler may even apply additional charges when bins
are overflowing, so work with them to ensure your property’s
collection frequency and amount is sufficient for your needs.

Navigating Road Blocks
While separating food scraps and organics from garbage is common practice for some, it raises a lot of questions
for others. If organics collection is new to your property or property users, prepare for conversations by using
these frequently asked questions:
What about SMELL?
Wildlife (particularly bears) are attracted by odours. Therrefore, ensuring a clean and odour free waste room is
an important step in reducing the potential for human-wildlife conflict.





Regularly clean bins and storage areas to help minimize odour.
Ask your hauler to swap out bins, increase collection requency as needed, or power wash waste rooms
(usually for an additional charge).
Consider building in or moving your waste room to a shaded area that gets minimal sun.
Encourage residents to wrap odour-causing items (like fish) in newspaper or freeze them until closer to
waste collection day.

What about NOISE?
The main noises associated with waste collection are the emptying of bins and the alarm that sounds when
collection vehicles reverse. Placing the bins far enough away from the property can help to reduce the impact of
noise. If available, locate your waste room in a space that will eliminate the need for collection vehicles to
reverse. Also consider using a road or driveway material that helps to minimize noise.
What about wildlife, such as BEARS and RODENTS?
Remember that the waste you are putting in your waste room is not changing; instead, you are simply shifting
organics out of the garbage and into a different bin. Bears, rodents and other wildlife can smell your organic
waste whether it is in the garbage or in the organics bin. Remember, your waste room must be wildlife proof.
Ensure doors are locked and secured and bin lids are closed at all times to prevent access to rodents and
consider adding a seal to the bottom of your door. Be sure your waste room is equipped with a floor drain that
has an interceptor for any liquid waste from rinsing or leakage.
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Bears and Solid Waste
Squamish is proud to be a provincially certified Bear Smart
Community. Reducing the potential for human-wildlife conflicts
through proper solid waste management and storage is a top
priority.
The best way to avoid wildlife conflicts is to reduce odours and
keep your waste indoors. If you must store waste outdoors, the
Squamish Wildlife Attractant Bylaw requires that it be kept in
one of the following:




a commercial container that is self-latching and secure from
wildlife
a wildlife proof enclosure
a wildlife resistant container (with locking latches)

Containers must be large enough to prevent overflowing and
any damaged containers must be reported to your hauler and
repaired within 5 business days. It is also important to discard of any combustible waste (e.g. paper, hay,
grass, straw, branches, etc.) as soon as possible so as not to create a fire hazard.
For more information on the Wildlife Attractant Bylaw, visit: squamish.ca/wildlife

Wildlife Proof Enclosures
Wildlife proof enclosures are structures with four enclosed
sides, a roof, and latching doors. If you are considering a
new enclosure or retrofitting an existing one, the District of
Squamish has developed guidelines to help (check here:
squamish.ca/food-waste).
TIP – Be sure your wildlife proof enclosure is kept locked when
not in use. Work with staff to monitor and ensure no attractants
are left or are leaking outside the enclosure (this includes keeping
grease containers clean and secure).

Wildlife Resistant Containers
Commercial refuse containers provided by your hauler should lock and be strong enough to prevent access by
adult bears. It is important to train your staff on how to operate these containers to ensure they remain
latched and inaccessible when not in use.
TIP – No matter which container you use, remember to empty and rinse recyclables.
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STEP SIX – NAVIGATE BARRIERS AND FINALIZE LAUNCH PLANS
Aim to future-proof your waste spaces and systems.
When reviewing waste systems at your property, the steps covered in the previous pages outline the common
guiding principles to success. However, every property is different and some can be faced with barriers to
change. In most cases these barriers relate to:



ongoing contamination from people putting things in the wrong bins
lack of physical space to update systems, most commonly related to limited waste room (or equivalent) space

Dealing with Contamination
Ongoing contamination is tied to education, understanding and accountability. This is why it is important to
plan for education at launch and on a continued basis, including providing feedback on problem items. Find a
staff champion to encourage behaviour change in your property through engagement initiatives. The clear bag
system required under the updated solid waste bylaw can also help with accountability.

Dealing with Space
If you feel your property does not have enough space for organics, recycling, and garbage collection, consider:




Contacting your waste hauler to discuss options for your unique space.
Exploring ‘out of the box’ ideas: could sharing waste rooms with a neighbouring property provide a solution to
space or cost challenges?
Evaluating options to expand, retrofit or relocate existing waste rooms/waste storage in light of the increased
costs that your property should expect to incur if waste streams are not separated as required under the new
bylaw. If you are thinking of going this route consult the District of Squamish planning and/or building
department early.

Remember: Waste diversion simply means you are reorganizing waste streams and not creating more. In fact, with
reduction intiatives, your total waste volume should decrease. As you begin to divert organics and recyclables from
your garbage stream, you may be able to downsize your landfill bin to a tote. Discuss container options with your
hauler before expanding your waste room.

The following are good start points to consider before retrofitting or building a waste room:









Do you have a potential location that would be convenient for managers, employees, cleaners, hauler, etc.?
Have you contacted your local waste hauler to explore options for your property?
Do you have access to information on access ramp gradients, turning circles, roof heights, etc. to ensure
waste trucks are able to access the waste room?
Would reworking your space create room for collection of the waste streams produced in your property? At
appropriate volumes?
Where would you install display signs and educational materials?
How would you keep your updated space secure, to prevent the entry of vermin and avoid wildlife conflicts?
For indoor spaces, are you clear on compliance standards for ventilation and fire sprinklers?
Have you reviewed the District of Squamish website to review relevant planning regulations, building codes
and policies?
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STEP SEVEN – LAUNCH, MONITOR AND CONTINUALLY ENGAGE
Adopting a ‘Zero Waste’ approach helps the environment and the bottom line.
Use visual checks and ongoing communication with your hauler, employees, cleaners, etc. to continually
monitor for contaminants in your building’s waste streams, review opportunities to reduce waste, improve
waste collection systems, and keep waste diversion on track.
Ongoing monitoring and continued communications will be the key to success in continually reducing waste.
Seek out opportunities to share feedback and be creative. For example: install a white board in the waste
room where information surrounding contaminants can be provided for waste room users, or where people
can post questions about specific items.
TIP – Consider taping challenging or rare items to a blank sign on the appropriate bin to avoid contamination.
Ensure staff are using clear bags to adhere to the Solid Waste Utility Bylaw and allow for visual checks without
you needing to get your hands dirty.
Provide information to new staff and plan for annual education initiatives, as required in the Solid Waste
Utility Bylaw.
As you plan for the launch of your updated waste systems, infrastructure and processes, and education and
engagement efforts, remember you are not alone. Many businesses, properties and communities are already
rolling out modernized waste bylaws and there are examples of best practices already in existence for most
businesses and orgnaizations.

Local Champion!
One local business takes waste
diversion seriously. Education about
what goes where can be difficult,
especially since these practices may
differ from what people are used to
in their own communities. To help
solve this problem, staff have
created a waste management team
that double checks and sorts all the
waste produced on site. Everything
is then removed and disposed of
properly.
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CHECKLIST
Reduce waste in Squamish, together.
Use this checklist to be sure you are in compliance with the Squamish Solid Waste, Sewer Use, Single Use Item
Reduction, and Wildlife Attractant Bylaws. You can print this page out and keep it handy as you work through
updates to your waste management systems.

Bylaw Compliance
In order to comply with the above Bylaws you must:









Provide separate bins to collect organics, recyclables, and garbage and contract a hauler to service and dispose
of this material
Store wildlife attractants indoors or, if outdoors, in wildlife resistant containers
Provide educational information annually and to all new staff about how to separate organics, recyclables, and
garbage and how to reduce conflicts with bears
Post adequate signage in waste areas to help staff separate organics, recyclables, and garbage
Place any garbage destined for landfill in clear, non-coloured, transparent plastic bags (an opaque privacy bag
can be used for 10% of total garbage)
Install a grease interceptor to mitigate harm caused by fats, oil, and grease
Charge a fee when distributing checkout bags (drive-thrus and take out exempt)
Distribute plastic straws only if requested

Best Practices
For those businesses and organizations wanting to improve their waste management systems beyond
compliance, here are some best practices to implement.








Conduct a waste audit and develop waste reduction goals
Review purchasing policies and food service and distribution practices to identify opportunities for further waste
reduction
Manage a food donation program to divert waste
Discuss updated waste management plans with all staff, including cleaners and custodians (if applicable)
Install the recommended standardized signage (available to download here: squamish.ca/food-waste)
Implement a human-bear conflict reduction plan through education, signage, and providing wildlife resistant
refuse containers (contact wildlife@squamish.ca for more information)
Find a waste management champion to monitor and continually improve processes

For information and resources visit:
squamish.ca/food-waste
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A ZERO WASTE PATH FOR SQUAMISH WILL
PROTECT THE ENVIRONMENT, BENEFIT THE COMMUNITY,
SUPPORT GREEN JOBS AND
HELP BUILD A STRONG LOCAL ECONOMY.
LOVE THIS PLACE, REDUCE YOUR WASTE.

This guide was developed in part by The Association of Whistler Area Residents for the Environment
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